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Please Note: Student members of #CentralSTRONG/SCIT are referred to as #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors or 

Ambassadors 
 

 

Selected appointment time for presentation of application and fielding of Q and A from RP Steering Committee: ______________ 

Note: This year we have removed a word count limit for each section. Please engage in tables, bullet points, outlines, narrative and related images. Your audience includes members of the 
Restorative Practice Steering Committee: district representation, SPFT representation, community members/leaders, parent and family voice and students. 
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Section 1: Your school, the need, strengths 
 

1. Please provide us with a description of your school, the students, community and staff. You 
are welcome and invited to present this in as creative a modality as possible. 
  

Currently in our 151st year, Central is the oldest continuously-operating high school in the state of Minnesota. Central is an icon of 
innovation. We were the first city school to offer IB (1987), and in combination with AP (also starting in the late 1980s), Central became a 
school of choice for academic excellence.  
 
Central offers a vibrant balance of academic and elective choices to meet the interests and needs of our diverse student body:  

● 22% Pacific Islander 
● 31% African American 
● 40% Caucasian 
● 6% Hispanic/Latino 
● 1% Native American 

 
In addition to IB and AP, Central offers Quest (English honors program), College in the Schools (CIS), Post Secondary Enrollment Options 
(PSEO), and six languages including a French and a German world language immersion programs. A broad range of Fine and Performing Arts 
options exist, including but not limited to, ceramics, gymnastics, jewelry, photography, orchestra, band, choir, dance, and acting.  Electives include 
audio and recording technology, culinary, auto technology, broadcast journalism, and graphic arts. College preparation and readiness 
programs include Upward Bound, College Possible, AVID, and African American Male Initiative (AAMI). Over 80 extracurricular options 
exist including many ethnic-based activities and a wide array of athletic opportunities.  
 
Principal Mary Mackbee has provided consistent leadership since 1994 and our staff of 113 range from first-year teachers to veteran 
instructors with thirty-seven years of experience. Central’s overall teacher turnover rate is very low. 
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2. Describe needs and strengths through: 

a. Data (Including ODR, ISS/OSS, attendance rates, MSS or 5E data on students experiences with 
school and safety etc., disaggregated, whenever possible) 

 2017-18  
Suspension Data  
for All Students 

 

 

Total 
Enrollment 

 

% of Total 
Enrollment 

 

Number of 
Suspensions 

 

% of Total 
Suspensions 

Asian American 386 22% 1 0.4% 

African 
American 

544 31% 215 87% 

Caucasian 713 40% 20 8.1% 

Hispanic/Latino 104 6% 9 3.6% 

Native 
American 

11 1% 2 0.8% 

                                        Total Enrollment: 1,758                              Total Suspensions: 247 
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Suspensions for Special Education vs. General Education 
% of special education students receiving suspension: 15.4% (30 out of 194) 
% of non-special education students receiving suspension  6.7% (105 out of 1564) 
 
% of total suspensions by special education students: 22.2% (30 out of 135)  
% of total student population that is special education: 11.1% (194 out of 1758) 
 
% of total suspensions by non-special education students: 77.7% (105 out of 135) 
% of total student population that is non-special education: 88.9% (1564 out of 1758) 
 

 2017-18 Attendance Data # with 10 or 
More unexcused absences 

% with 10 or 
more unexcused absences 

Asian American 42 17% 

African American 137                            56% 

Caucasian 46 19% 

Hispanic/Latino 13 7% 

Native American 3 1% 

         Total # of students with 10 or more unexcused absences: 246 

Data Summary: 
● Numbers indicate a need to implement a program that meets the guiding criteria of Saint Paul Public Schools’ Racial Equity 101 Policy 
● Special education students receive disproportionately more referrals and suspensions than their peers 
● Approximately 1 in 10 students receive special education services at Central, yet 1 out of every 4 behavioral referrals is for a special education 

student 
● There is a strong correlational relationship between students with the highest suspension rates (predominantly students of color) and the 

likelyhood to miss 10 or more days of unexcused absences (not suspensions) 
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b. Anecdotes or stories that exemplify the needs you hope to address and/or strengths you plan 
to build on through whole school implementation of restorative practice 
  

Needs:  
Data from student and staff respondents to our most recent #CentralSTRONG School Climate Survey reveal that the vast majority report a 
positive school experience (average of 7.4 on a 1-10 scale, where 1= not at all happy and 10 = very happy). However, not all students 
experience the same level of satisfaction, and we strive to achieve a positive school experience for all students. Central’s climate struggles 
primarily stem from student trauma and the way in which students respond to the stressors in their lives at home and in the community. 
Those stressors then permeate all areas of the student’s school life, including interpersonal relationships, attendance, and their ability to 
manage conflict. By the time some students arrive at Central, they have developed a mistrust of adults and school that makes it very difficult 
for them to acclimate to the expectations of high school life. The result is students adapting with a general rejection of the school community 
and an inability to forge interpersonal relationships with teachers, administration, and staff at Central. 
 
Strengths: 
Our main strength is our underlying philosophy, “Many Traditions-One School.” We are individuals from diverse backgrounds and cultures 
coming together as one family. We are “in this” together, we are responsible for each other, we help each other. We work toward the 
betterment of the Central family to make it a stronger unit. 
  
Case in point, over the past three years Central has undergone training as a trauma-informed school and has made significant strides in terms 
of understanding the effects of trauma on our students and how it manifests in behavior. Moreover, our staff has participated in racial equity 
training since the fall of 2008 to address a significant academic achievement gap between our Black and White students. However, even with 
staff-wide trainings in trauma and equity we continue to experience a pronounced disparity between our Black and White students in both 
academic achievement and behavioral events resulting in suspension. We hope to change that through further implementation of RP 
school-wide. 

Following is an anecdote from a #CentralSTRONG Ambassador illustrating hopes and strengths we hope to build on during 

implementation: 
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Lucy Pramas Letter to Dr. Gothard 
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Dr. Gothard Response to Lucy Pramas 
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3. What changes in school climate would most positively impact your school community? Please 
include narrative or example from the lens of educator, parent and families, leadership and 
student voice. 
  

Over the past two years, we have made and are continuing to make the following changes: 
 

Administered a school-wide School Climate Improvement Survey 
A school climate survey was administered to give everyone (students and staff) an opportunity to directly assess our school climate. Each year, 
we will administer the same survey to directly compare our progress, pre- and post-Restorative Practices (RP) activities to improve school 
climate, and to use the survey data to continually improve our efforts. 

Established a relationship with our main feeder middle school students 
Reached out to Ramsey Middle School and established a welcoming relationship with students before they arrive as freshmen. More 
specifically, in the spring of 2016, Ramsey hosted a group of #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors, who created and performed a play that served 
to demystify Central and quell some of the myths that 8th graders have about high school. #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors also spoke 
one-on-one with Ramsey 8th graders to answer their questions and concerns about life at Central. A survey showed that 93% of Ramsey’s 
students gave the #CentralSTRONG Ambassador experience a favorable impression. We will continue this relationship each year. During 
Spring 2018, #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors will be visiting Ramsey's Foundations classes on a monthly basis to continue to foster positive 
relationships with rising Central freshmen. 

Implementing building-wide art project (murals) 
#CentralSTRONG Ambassadors are leading the effort to paint murals in our stairwells, which will each be labeled with student-identified 
words to describe the climate of Central, i.e., artistic, community, creative, diversity, leadership, strong, family, home, and welcome. Each 
stairwell will have the same slogan, All are Creative Here, All are Diverse Here, etc. Students have begun brainstorming ideas to include in each 
stairwell theme. Ultimately, we plan to partner with community artists to incorporate student designs and ideas into each mural. It is our hope 
that every Central student will take a turn at painting the mural. 
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Began to develop and practice RP skills to build better relationships 
Although Central has not yet been selected to become an RP site, our commitment to participate is strong. Building funds were committed to 
begin on a small scale during the 2017-18 school year. Since July of 2017, the advisors of #CentralSTRONG have attended two separate 2 
day-long RP trainings sponsored by SPFT, one day-long training in September with RP Circle Keepers, presented two hour-long sessions on 
RP to staff at Central during the November 2017 PD day, and hosted the SPPS RP Steering Committee at Central during a 
#CentralSTRONG meeting. Our #CentralSTRONG ambassadors were involved in one day-long training in September with RP Circle 
Keepers, and will participate in three day-long RP training sessions (February, March, and TBD Spring date). 
  

#CentralSTRONG’s work has been recognized as an exemplary SCIT model at the national level by Darlene Faster, Chief Operating Officer 
and Communications Director at National School Climate Center (NSCC), which sets national standards for school climate. Ms. Faster 
initially learned about our initiative from one of our #CentralSTRONG staff at the 2016 MN Department of Education School Climate 
Conference. She emphasizes that “the #CentralSTRONG campaign is a vital example of youth leadership and responsiveness to trauma in 
schools.” Ms. Faster invited #CentralSTRONG to share our story with the rest of the nation in a future issue of School Climate Matters, an 
e-newsletter that is shared with roughly 13,000 schools nationwide, because she “could see many of them learning a lot from this effort.”   

 
In addition to the changes we have already made, the following changes would most positively impact our school community: 
● Employ a dedicated, full time RP Coordinator to oversee and coordinate all RP activities on a day-to-day basis.  
●  Train all staff and and familiarize our student body in RP practices. 
●  Continue transition program support for incoming 9th graders prior to arriving at Central. 
●  Continue and broaden programs and activities to heal and strengthen student/staff relationships. 
●  Establish school-wide recognition programs to unify students behind common goals. 
●  Develop a proactive attendance intervention component aligned with the RP model. 
●  Build community outreach and positive community participation at Oxford Community Center. 
●  Ensure an annual minimum of 1 Restorative Practices experience for every student at Central. 
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Section 2: Capacity and Understanding of Restorative Practices 

4. Describe the capacity of the school site for a new school-wide initiative, including 
leadership, engagement of staff, students, parents and family, community and experiences with 
implementation, including: 
  

a. Existing knowledge about and experience with implementation/adoption of new initiatives 

Central has a history of successful implementation of new and innovative initiatives. When the existing AVID program did not meet the 
needs of African American males, Central developed AAMI (African American Male Initiative). Based on the AVID model, strategies were 
adapted and developed to meet the unique needs of the participants. This model has since been duplicated throughout the District. 

More recently, our Transforming Central project to beautify Central was funded entirely through community donations. In addition, our 
veteran administrative staff has overseen trauma-informed training for all staff, racial equity training, and implementation of PBIS strategies. 
Moreover, Central has already begun to incorporate a Restorative Practices model independent of the Restorative Practices grant in an effort 
to address and reduce the disparity in suspensions and attendance rates between students of color and white students, and to help build 
relationships and improve school climate. 
  

b. Existing teams, or lack thereof, that could take up RP implementation (e.g., PBIS, SCIT) and their 
accomplishments 

The implementation of RP will be predicated on a 3-prong approach that relies on the PBIS team, the #CentralSTRONG school climate 
team, and the Restorative Practices Coordinator that will be brought on as a result of the RP Grant. The PBIS team already compiles SWIS 
behavior data that is disseminated to the #CentralSTRONG advisors to use as focus objectives. Once the RP Coordinator is brought on, she 
or he will be sitting on both teams to facilitate RP strategies. These three groups will equally share responsibilities for outcome data as a result 
of the implementation of the RP grant (as cited in 9a. and 9b.). 
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c. Track records of engaging community, parents, family and other stakeholders in school 
climate improvements. 

Strong alumni and community base 
Central has a superb record of engaging alumni, community, and parents. 
  
During the 2017-18 school year, Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) has generated over $45,000 from parents, community, and alumni to 
directly support needs in classrooms. Of that amount, PAC contributed $3,000 toward #CentralSTRONG activities and we are hopeful that 
they will make another contribution during the 2018-19 school year. Transforming Central, a group of parents dedicated to improving school 
climate and the exterior campus, worked over a five-year period. They raised over $700,000 from parents, alumni, and community to make 
transformations. Central PAC independently raised a substantial amount of money for capital improvements toward this project, too. 
Improvements included both environmental impact projects as well as improvements for the student experience including an outdoor 
classroom, community garden, and new sidewalks for students approaching Central from Lexington Parkway. It also made aesthetic 
improvements like new outdoor lighting, new bike racks, and new garden features to address Central’s curb-appeal. 
  
Our strong Central Scholarship Foundation has raised more scholarship dollars ($400,000 since 1985) through alumni and community 
donations than any other school in St. Paul. The Class of 1963 Scholarship Foundation has raised over $1,000,000 in 12 years to offer 
12-$5000 scholarships annually. Dick Schultz, Central Class of 1958 and Best Buy founder, is in Year 3 of granting five scholarships for an 
annual total of $25,000. Most recently, the Philando Castile Scholarship Fund was created; to date, more than $80,000 has been raised to 
support this scholarship. 
  
Central has worked with The Journeymen Group, The Sanneh Foundation, The Wilder Foundation, and a number of other outside 
community agencies to bring in community supports to connect with and elevate our students. The #CentralSTRONG team, founded in 
2015, has already initiated and engaged Ramsey Middle School by encouraging all middle schoolers who want to come to Central to shadow 
for a day. Also, in the spring of 2016 the #CentralSTRONG the showed a student-created film to demystify Central and quell some of the 
myths that 8th graders have about high school. The SCIT team also performed a play about high school life that was very well-received by 
Ramsey’s students (93% gave a favorable evaluation). 
  
The SCIT team has also been in contact with our neighbor, Oxford Community Center and Dunning Recreation Center, to examine 
potential off-site community engagement facilities. We did this in an effort to allow community members who might be hesitant to come into 
our building a chance to voice their ideas/concerns in a neutral, shared community environment.  
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d. The approval process you used in deciding to pursue this funding. Please include what survey 
or other process and invitation for adult, student voice and other perspectives were engaged. 
At an all staff meeting in the spring of 2016 the grant proposal was announced. The result was an approval rating of 98% to pursue funding. 
Principal Mary Mackbee believes staff are interested in the possibility of RP to help the school heal and come together. She has a strong sense 
that RP might help to solve some of our school climate issues. Also, the #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors unanimously approved the 
implementation of the pursuit of the RP grant in concert with the Central Student Council, Transforming Central Parent Committee 
leaders,  and NHS Officers. This collective of student, parent, and community stakeholders all had a voice in the review of the 7 tenets of RP 
and how it would be executed with fidelity at Central.  
  

5. What is the current knowledge and opinion about RP in the school, among staff, admin, 
students, family and community?  How do you know what they know or feel? Describe any introductory 
professional development in restorative practices your building has engaged in, strategic steps you have already 
taken to create a restorative culture (including among adults) or existing pockets of restorative programming 
and how they have been received. For example, if your school has previously applied to become an RP site, what has 
been implemented, what has been learned and how is this application a reflection of those shifts? 

Although Central has not yet been selected to become an RP site, our commitment to participate is strong. Building funds were committed to begin 
on a small scale during the 2017-18 school year.  

The following training activities and opportunities have been completed or will be completed by Spring 2018: 
  

● #CentralSTRONG co-advisors participated in 2, two-day long training sessions (a total of 4 days) sponsored by SPFT 
● 1 day-long RP Circle training for 20 #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors and 5 teachers 
● 2 hour-long “introduction to RP Circles” sessions for staff professional development lead by #CentralSTRONG advisors 
● Hosted the SPPS District RP Steering Committee for a Restorative Circle with #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors and Advisors 
● A #CentralSTRONG co-advisor is a member of the district circle keeper cohort 
● 2 additional day-long RP Circle training for 20 #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors (February 17 and March 30) 
● 1 day-long RP Circle training, lead by #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors, for 15 additional staff (spring 2018) 
● During a recent PD day, Friday November 17, 2017, breakout sessions about restorative circles was presented. 
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Facilitated by Becky McCammon, SPPS Restorative Practices Program Coordinator, we have formed a partnership with the St. Paul Chapter 
of American Friends Service Committee (AFSC), a national Quaker-based organization working for peace and social justice. AFSC has 
engaged in ongoing restorative circle leader training with our #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors. Each #CentralSTRONG Ambassador is 
being trained to facilitate and lead restorative circles for students and staff, as well as leading staff restorative circle trainings. The long-term 
goals for restorative practices are to increase attendance and to reduce the number of suspensions by giving students an opportunity to repair 
the harm and mend the relationships with those affected by their actions, and to foster deeper and more positive staff-student relationships. 
By the end of the 2017-2018 school year, 20 students and 20 staff members will be trained as RP circle keepers.  Currently our classrooms are 
engaging in weekly community building circles. For example, two faculty members in our Science Department  have noticed significant 
improvements in student engagement and a reduction in referrals after making Monday morning RP circles a standard component of their 
week. These results were shared with their department and great interest was shown in incorporating RP circles. Additionally, a 
#CentralSTRONG co-advisor is leading weekly restorative circles with Student Council Officers to repair long-term communication harm 
between the members. Preliminary data suggest the communication between officers has been both more open and understanding.  
 

Section 3: Strategy and planned activities 

6. Describe your overall strategy to ensure that implementing restorative practices will 
positively impact your school’s overall climate through the following prompts: 

a. What is the primary purpose of implementing restorative practices at your school? 

The primary purpose is to develop and implement Restorative Practice as a model to:  
(1) improve overall satisfaction with the school climate at Central, and  
(2) decrease suspension rates, especially for Black students and special education students, and reduce the number of absences. 
 

b. What resources and experiences guided your school’s design of an implementation plan? What 
about your school supports a unique and innovative approach to restorative practices 
implementation? 
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The 2015-2016 school year at Central was unusually traumatic. Three students suddenly passed away weeks apart and the negative behavior of 
a few students was prominently reported in the media. In the wake of the trauma of losing students and the effects of negative press, a senior 
(student) voiced an idea: utilize the #CentralSTRONG hashtag to give students a platform (social media) to promote the positive aspects of 
Central and to counteract the negative narrative portrayed in the media and community. Through this student-led effort, our SCIT 
rebranded itself as #CentralSTRONG, and emerged as a cohesive unit of racially and socially diverse staff and student ambassadors who 
created and collectively promoted #CentralSTRONG’s mission. 

#CentralSTRONG Mission: 
“Everyone’s Responsible, Everyone’s Welcome, Everyone’s Here.” 

  
Everyone’s Responsible: We take responsibility for ourselves and our actions while understanding that everyone makes mistakes 

Everyone’s Welcome: We are open-minded, accepting, and inclusive of diversity 
Everyone’s Here: We will be there, we will be present and represented, and we will support our Central family in both body and mind 

  
In our first two years, we have grown from a small group that met in the hallway and stairwell to a group with so many members that we have 
outgrown our assigned meeting space. We have grown in popularity and visibility to become a group that is consistently setting and achieving 
goals based on students' concerns and ideas. In these first two years, we began to integrate RP practice into our school community and 
momentum for change is growing. #CentralSTRONG already is involved in multiple ongoing projects to continue to build a positive school 
community, inside and outside of Central’s walls.  
  
c. Who will lead implementation? What leadership model will be used and why? 
 
#CentralSTRONG/SCIT will lead the planning of action steps (activities) with the help of the RP Coordinator (potentially a SCSP) who will 
be responsible for day-to-day implementation. This leadership model, including the request for a Coordinator, was selected to allow Central 
to move to the next phase of implementation. We started small (a small number of participants and a small number of meetings and activities). 
In order to move beyond this modest beginning and involve all staff and broaden the depth and spread of activities, a coordinator is needed. 
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#CentralSTRONG/SCIT and RP Coordinator will be supported by the all staff and students including: 
●    Central’s Administrative Team 
●    Social Workers 
●    School Counselors 
●    Teachers 
●    Paraprofessionals 
●    Clerical 
●    School Nurse 
●    Community Support Liaisons 
●    Nutrition Services Workers 
●    Custodial Engineers 
●    School Resource Officer 
●   Community Member Circle Keepers 
●   Central’s M-Team (Management Team) and Student Council 
●   Central PAC 

 

7. What specific action steps or activities will you and your school take? 

a. Provide a summary of what activities will happen throughout the three years of the pilot, so 
that, by the end of three years, you will have a sustainable and effective restorative practice 
program throughout the school. 
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Proposed #CentralSTRONG/SCIT Restorative Practices Action Steps 
YEAR 1 

 

Date 

 

Action Step 

 
Person(s) 

Responsible 

 
Stakeholder(s) 

Involved 

Summer 2018 Post RP Coordinator position; Interview and select coordinator.  Administration, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

Representation from all 
groups 

Summer 2018 Plan RP activities to Incorporate into Freshman Retreat  Freshman Retreat 
Administrator, 

#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 
co-advisors, RP Coordinator 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Summer 2018 Develop and incorporate a proactive attendance intervention 
component aligned with RP model. 

RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, Attendance Liaison 

Representation from all 
groups  

August 2018 Conduct initial building-level professional development for all 
adult staff during SPPS opening week workshops for staff  

RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, #CentralSTRONG 
Ambassadors 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Quarter 1 
(September) 

Implement RP activities during week-long Freshman Retreat.  Freshman Retreat 
Administrator/Staff 

#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 
ambassadors 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  
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Quarter 1 

& ongoing 

Continue bi-monthly meetings of #CentralSTRONG/SCIT 
student ambassadors and co-advisors to plan and implement school 

climate related activities. 

#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 
co-advisors and student 

ambassadors, RP Coordinator 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Quarter 1 Continue initial building-level professional development for all 
adult staff during designated PD Day. 

RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff   

Quarter 1 Conduct targeted student ambassador training for 200 students.  RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 1 
& ongoing 

Initiate programs and activities (e.g., circles) to heal/strengthen 
student-staff relationships. 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

 Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 1 & 
ongoing 

Hold repairing of harm circles as needed as needed to heal our 
community specifically targeted as a suspension alternative 

RP Coordinator   Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 1 
& ongoing 

Continue transition programs (monthly meetings at Ramsey) to 
support incoming 8th graders prior to arriving at Central. 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 2 
& ongoing 

Coach and continue to train staff on PLC Fridays  RP Coordinator, RP Trained 
staff 

 Administration and Staff 

Quarter 2 & 
ongoing 

Design and implement relationship-building curriculum into 
existing advisories (homerooms). 

 RP Coordinator, RP Trained 
staff, #CentralSTRONG 

Ambassadors 

 Administration, Students, 
and Staff   
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Quarter 2 
& ongoing 

Formulate and implement ideas to improve classroom engagement.   RP Coordinator    Administration and Staff 

Quarter 2 
& ongoing 

Initiate school-wide recognition and reward programs to recognize 
positive contributions to school climate. 

 RP Coordinator and 
Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 3 
& ongoing 

Establish outreach and positive community participation at Oxford 
Center 

 RP Coordinator   Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 3 & 
ongoing 

Plan and implement art and community-building projects.    RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, Administration  

  Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 3 Ensure an annual minimum of one RP experience for every student 
at Central. 

 RP Coordinator    Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Quarter 4 Informally assess implementation of action steps to date, make 
adjustments as needed, and continue activities. 

  RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  

Quarter 4 
& quarterly 

Evaluate Year 1. Administer School Climate Survey; 

Collect and analyze attendance and suspension data quarterly. 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, Administration  

 Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Quarter 4 Plan and celebrate Year 1 successes.  RP Coordinator, Administration    Representation from all 
groups  
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Year 2: Our plans and focus for year 2 will be based on data collected during year 1 (School 
Climate Survey, SWISS Data, Attendance Data) 

Date Action Step Person(s) 

Responsible 

Stakeholder(s) 

Involved 

August  Plan RP activities for the week-long Freshman Retreat  RP Coordinator, 
Administration, Freshman 

Retreat Administrator 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

yearlong Continue bi-monthly meetings of #CentralSTRONG/SCIT students 
and advisors to plan and implement school climate related activities 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

 Administration, Students, 
and Staff 

Quarter 1 
(September) 

Implement RP activities during week-long Freshman Retreat  Freshman Retreat 
Administrator/Staff 

#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 
ambassadors 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Quarter 1 Provide RP training to new staff and #CentralSTRONG members.   RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

 Administration, Students, 
and Staff 

Quarter 1 
& ongoing 

Hold repairing of harm circles as needed as needed to heal our 
community specifically targeted as a suspension alternative 

RP Coordinator   Representation from all 
groups  

yearlong Continue transition programs (monthly meetings at Ramsey) to 
support incoming 8th graders prior to arriving at Central. 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 
co-advisors, Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  
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yearlong Provide coaching and ongoing training for staff and student 
ambassadors (PD Days, PLC Fridays) 

 RP Coordinator   Administration, Students, 
and Staff 

Quarter 1 
& ongoing 

Continue to implement relationship-building curriculum into existing 
advisories (homerooms). 

 RP Coordinator   Administration, Students, 
and Staff   

Quarter 3 
& ongoing 

Ensure an annual minimum of two RP experiences for every student at 
Central. 

 RP Coordinator    Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Semester 
2 

Evaluate Year 2 and project to date. Administer School Climate 
Survey; Collect and analyze attendance and suspension data 

quarterly.  

 RP Coordinator, 
Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  

 

Year 3: Our plans and focus for year 3 will be based on data collected during year 2 (School 
Climate Survey, SWISS Data, Attendance Data)  

Date Action Step Person(s) 
Responsible 

Stakeholder(s) 
Involved 

August  Plan RP activities for week-long Freshman Retreat  RP Coordinator, 
Administration, Freshman 

Retreat Administrator 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

yearlong Continue bi-monthly meetings of #CentralSTRONG/SCIT students 
and advisors to plan and implement school climate related activities 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

 Administration, Students, 
and Staff 
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Quarter 1 
(September) 

Implement RP activities during week-long Freshman Retreat  Freshman Retreat, Admin, Staff 
#CentralSTRONG, SCIT 
ambassadors 

Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Quarter 1 Provide RP training to new staff and #CentralSTRONG members.   RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors 

 Administration, Students, 
and Staff 

Quarter 1 
& ongoing 

Hold repairing of harm circles as needed as needed to heal our 
community specifically targeted as a suspension alternative 

RP Coordinator   Representation from all 
groups  

yearlong Continue transition programs (monthly meetings at Ramsey) to 
support incoming 8th graders prior to arriving at Central. 

 RP Coordinator, 
#CentralSTRONG/ SCIT 

co-advisors, Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  

yearlong Provide coaching and ongoing training for staff and student 
ambassadors (PD Days, PLC Fridays) 

 RP Coordinator   Administration, Students, 
and Staff 

Quarter 1 
& ongoing 

Continue to implement relationship-building curriculum into existing 
advisories (homerooms). 

 RP Coordinator   Administration, Students, 
and Staff   

Quarter 3 
& ongoing 

Ensure an annual minimum of three RP experiences for every student 
at Central. 

 RP Coordinator    Administration, Students, 
and Staff  

Semester 
2 

Evaluate Year 3 and project to date. Administer School Climate 
Survey; Collect and analyze attendance and suspension data 

quarterly.  

 RP Coordinator, 
Administration  

 Representation from all 
groups  
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b. Provide a detailed scope of work for Year 1, including summer months and PD days, detailing how you will 
embed professional development and build staff capacity. What plan for PLCs and ongoing coaching do you have? 
What is your communications plan? Will you do a policy review or other building level work? How will you engage 
an Election to Work Agreement to support all educators in professional development and implementation 
engagement? 

(See above chart) At the end of year 1 we will look at the data/evaluations, share the data and consult with district RP Coordinator, and tailor a 
plan to move into years 2-3.   
 
c. Beyond funding for a Restorative Practice specific leadership position, how will the building 
staff actively support the implementation process? What specific and additional collaborative 
and supportive spaces will lead Restorative Practices in partnership with the RP leadership team? 
(See above chart) This is also outlined in the answers in section 5 for budget and budget justification. In terms of physical, collaborative, and 
supportive places, we plan to use the Black Box, stage in our Auditorium, room 2118 (an open, unused classroom), office conference rooms, 
Dunning Recreation Center, Oxford Recreation Center, gymnasium, cafeteria, and College and Career Resource Center. At some point in 
the school day one or more of these supportive spaces will be available to hold a restorative circle at a moments notice whenever harm has 
occurred.  
   
d. How will multiple stakeholders be engaged? Please specifically describe how you will include 
parents, community perspectives and youth voice. What outreach have you made to potential 
trainers, circle keepers and guides for this work? 

(See above chart) We are already in partnership with two RP Circle Keepers from American Friends Service Committee (described in the 
answers to question 5), and they are committed to helping us in the future with the implementation of our restorative practices. They directly 
train our #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors to become circle keepers. They have also participated on a bi-weekly basis with our 
#CentralSTRONG Ambassadors to provide a RP perspective on school climate issues. Our #CentralSTRONG Ambassadors meet on a 
consistent, ongoing basis and are in direct partnership with NHS, Student Council, and our Transforming Central Parent Action 
Committee. We have reached out to the Oxford Community Center to hold restorative circles and ensure community stakeholders and allies 
are seen, heard, and valued. Oxford Community Center is a particularly impactful space due to its large size, and immediate location across the 
street from Central High School. 
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Section 4: Evaluation  
Collecting accurate data is an important part of this pilot initiative. Please specifically describe 
your school’s strengths and opportunities for growth as relates to:  

a. Consistently and accurately collecting ODR data 

While the #CentralSTRONG team has worked extensively with our administrators and PBIS team to analyze SWIS behavior data and 
formulate potential intervention strategies, we have not directly measured year-to-year growth as it relates to the building-level intervention 
success rates. Once awarded the RP grant, we plan to create a secure Google tracking document that will be moderated by the newly hired RP 
Coordinator in concert with the PBIS team to directly correlate RP intervention strategies to our SWIS data. We will share the data results in 
our weekly Friday Family Updates that are shared with all staff and parent/guardians. Twice a year we will share our progress towards our 
goals in detail.  Our strengths within this subcategory is the incredible amount of staff participation and buy-in we have observed prior to 
receiving any formal grants or implementation budgets.  

b. Collecting and using school climate data 

Each spring we will administer our School Climate Survey to all students and staff (we will begin the 2018-2019 school year with two years of 
school climate data from this survey).  We will compile and interpret the data from the survey and use it to identify our strengths and areas of 
growth.  Areas of growth identified will be incorporated into our  goals for the upcoming school year.  Our strength within within this 
category are that our school climate survey has already been created by employing student voice and direct administration of said survey. 
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9. Describe your proposed evaluation plan. 

Each spring The School Climate Improvement Survey will be administered and the results collected, attendance data will be collected, and 
SWIS data will be complied.  The RP Coordinator, Administration, and members of the PBIS team will work with an outside evaluator to 
evaluate the the data collected. 

a. What indicators/benchmarks do you expect to see in Year 1? How will you collect the data? 
Consider both narrative and quantitative data. 

The following SMART goals have been established to track progress towards benchmarks and growth targets for year 1: 
 

1) 5-10% decrease in suspensions 
-Tracked via SWIS administrative system by RP Coordinator 

2) 5-10% reduction in suspension days for Black students 
-Tracked via SWIS administrative system by RP Coordinator 

        3)    5-10% reduction in students that miss more than 2 days of school per month 
-Tracked via SWIS administrative system by RP Coordinator 

        4)   To improve the overall satisfaction with Central on the annual school-wide climate  
  survey from the current level of 74% satisfied to 80%. 
-Tracked via SCIT School-Wide Student School Climate Survey conducted by SCIT  
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b. What outcomes do you expect to see by the end of Year 3? How will you collect the data? 
Consider both narrative and quantitative data. How are the outcomes linked to the overall 
strategy/purpose you described in question 6. 

Using the data from years 1-3 evaluations, as well as the data collected from the School Climate Survey and SWIS data, the 
following SMART goals have been established to track progress towards benchmarks and growth targets by year 3: 

1) 20% decrease in suspensions and dismissals  
-Tracked via SWIS administrative system by the RP Coordinator 

2) 20% reduction in suspension days for Black students 
-Tracked via SWIS administrative system by the RP Coordinator 

        3)    20% reduction in students that miss more than 2 days of school per month 
-Tracked via SWIS administrative system by the RP Coordinator 

        4)   To improve the overall satisfaction with Central on the annual school-wide climate  
  survey from the current level of 74% satisfied to 90%. 
-Tracked via SCIT School-Wide Student School Climate Survey 

  
 
 
 
Section 5: Budget & Budget Justification 
10. Provide a detailed budget and describe how your budget will help you implement restorative 
practices and achieve your goals. How will you use the funds so that all the adults in the school 
learn restorative practices and use them? Expectations: Schools are welcome to allocate 5-10% of total 
budget request for evaluation, especially if that is an area for growth. School sites must allocate a percentage of 
their budget dollars for professional development for all staff. Please also describe whether additional building 
budget dollars will support implementation of RP. 
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#CentralSTRONG  GRANT BUDGET  
 
Personnel 
Restorative Practices Coordinator (1.0 FTE) $89,000  (Salary and Benefits) (Immediate)  
Training 
All Staff $10,000 (August-December 2018) 
Student Leadership Teams $5,000 (August-December 2018) 
Independent Audit of RP Implementation $5,000 (June 2019-20-21) 
Location Funds 
Grade Level Retreats: Substitutes, Site rentals, $20,000 (Fall 2018-19-20) 
Food, Transportation  
Oxford Community Center: Off-site training and  
community organizing site $5,000 (Fall 2018) 
#CentralSTRONG/SCIT Activities $10,000 (August 2018-June 2019) 
Operating Funds: RP professional development, 
Registration fees, Transportation, Food  
Miscellaneous/RP Supplies 
Discretionary Funds/ $6,000 
Possible Roll-Over for the following school year TOTAL $150,000 
 
Budget Summary 
The #CentralSTRONG team has done an amazing job of not only implementing RP practices into Central’s daily life for the last year with no 
budget. While the gains made as a result of this movement are visible already, we are already well beyond our human capacity to move any 
further in the process without an infusion of capital. We absolutely need a full time RP Coordinator to manage training, implementation, and 
planning. In addition, we need the budget for staff trainings, student development, operating funds, retreat trainings, and funding for an 
independent audit of the program to provide reliable data for program improvements and implementation. The ability of the 
#CentralSTRONG team to independently find revenue streams in the form of in-kind contributions via the Parent Advisory Committee, 
from the Central High School general fund, and the work of our partners at the American Friends Services Committee shows that the RP 
grant only serves to be a supplemental funding addition as opposed to a stand alone (supplanting) budget. 
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In-Kind Financial Contributions  
 
2017-2018 School Year Contribution: 
●      $3000 from Central's Parent Advisory Committee for the general operating budget for #CentralSTRONG (covering sub costs for 
training and funds for student lead initiatives to improve school climate). 
●      Personnel: Dominique Diaddigo-Cash and Sharon Goens from the American Friends Service Committee work an average of 2 
hours/week (since July 2017).  Sharon and Dominique have been working to train the advisors and ambassadors of #CentralSTRONG in 
Restorative Circles/Practices with the hope that those ambassadors will train staff members during the spring on 2018 and during the 2018-19 
school year. 
  
Expected 2018-2019 School Year Contribution: 
●     Principal Mary Mackbee has pledged $3000 from the general fund as well as printing services, office space for a new RP staff member, 
mailings, and some sub costs for training. 
●     We also anticipate a renewal of the $3000 from PAC for the 2018-2019 school year. 
  
Section 6: Summary  
11. Why should your school be selected as a restorative practices pilot site? You are encouraged 
to innovate your presentation and to actively include multiple voices and perspectives. 

Central High School should be selected as a restorative practices pilot site because our interest and commitment are strong, we have already 
begun the journey towards integrating Restorative Practices in our daily school lives. Our motivation to begin arose from within, from a small 
group of our own committed and passionate students. We started small and our effort may be exemplified by the quote from Margaret 
Meade, “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.” 
We have already started training staff and student ambassadors in RP and by the end of the 2017-2018 school year 20 students, 20 staff, and 2 
administrators will have been trained.  Central’s community is primed and ready to rethink our approaches to discipline, suspensions, and 
repairing harm while creating relationships between staff and students. We acknowledge the data indicates a distinct need to address racial 
disparity in our school discipline process and the RP grant will allow for this data-driven model to reduce those numbers. In terms of 
individualized learning, students will be able to experience a new type of progressive interventional model that better allows for student voice 
and puts the student at the center of all of our practices at Central High School. From student surveys, it is clear that excitement is high and 
they are very positive about the impact of restorative practices on student life. Momentum has picked up and we are ready to move to the next 
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level. We have the energy to meet the 7 Tenets of Restorative Practices and the commitment to build them into an institutional model that 
can become the norm of our student experience for years to come. 
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